
GUIDELINES FOR THE COMMENT SESSION FOLLOWING THEGUIDELINES FOR THE COMMENT SESSION FOLLOWING THEGUIDELINES FOR THE COMMENT SESSION FOLLOWING THEGUIDELINES FOR THE COMMENT SESSION FOLLOWING THE
6:45 P.M. EVENING NET6:45 P.M. EVENING NET6:45 P.M. EVENING NET6:45 P.M. EVENING NET

Most of the NCS stations say pretty much the same thing andMost of the NCS stations say pretty much the same thing andMost of the NCS stations say pretty much the same thing andMost of the NCS stations say pretty much the same thing and
the Advisory Board ideas would be to add a few words, such asthe Advisory Board ideas would be to add a few words, such asthe Advisory Board ideas would be to add a few words, such asthe Advisory Board ideas would be to add a few words, such as
this:this:this:this:  

AAAAre re re re there any there any there any there any IF's, comments or announcements for the good ofIF's, comments or announcements for the good ofIF's, comments or announcements for the good ofIF's, comments or announcements for the good of
the net before we start the comment round?the net before we start the comment round?the net before we start the comment round?the net before we start the comment round?  

Nothing heard. I'd like to thank ________ for being our 8th regionNothing heard. I'd like to thank ________ for being our 8th regionNothing heard. I'd like to thank ________ for being our 8th regionNothing heard. I'd like to thank ________ for being our 8th region
CW rep and ________ for being our independent rep, those whoCW rep and ________ for being our independent rep, those whoCW rep and ________ for being our independent rep, those whoCW rep and ________ for being our independent rep, those who
brought traffic, those who took traffic and those that stood by inbrought traffic, those who took traffic and those that stood by inbrought traffic, those who took traffic and those that stood by inbrought traffic, those who took traffic and those that stood by in
case they were needed. The OSSBN meets three times daily atcase they were needed. The OSSBN meets three times daily atcase they were needed. The OSSBN meets three times daily atcase they were needed. The OSSBN meets three times daily at
10:30am, 4:15pm and 6:45 in the evening. The official portion of10:30am, 4:15pm and 6:45 in the evening. The official portion of10:30am, 4:15pm and 6:45 in the evening. The official portion of10:30am, 4:15pm and 6:45 in the evening. The official portion of
the OSSBN is closed at ________ and any stations wishing tothe OSSBN is closed at ________ and any stations wishing tothe OSSBN is closed at ________ and any stations wishing tothe OSSBN is closed at ________ and any stations wishing to
secure please do so.secure please do so.secure please do so.secure please do so.  We will no  We will no  We will no  We will now go through the check-ins forw go through the check-ins forw go through the check-ins forw go through the check-ins for
a informal comment round de _____a informal comment round de _____a informal comment round de _____a informal comment round de ______ ._ ._ ._ .  

This isn't fool proof and the two biggest anticipatedThis isn't fool proof and the two biggest anticipatedThis isn't fool proof and the two biggest anticipatedThis isn't fool proof and the two biggest anticipated
questionsquestionsquestionsquestions may be this: may be this: may be this: may be this:

Q- Q- Q- Q- What happens to my net report if I get a check-in during theWhat happens to my net report if I get a check-in during theWhat happens to my net report if I get a check-in during theWhat happens to my net report if I get a check-in during the
comment round?comment round?comment round?comment round?
A- Nothing, the net is over.A- Nothing, the net is over.A- Nothing, the net is over.A- Nothing, the net is over.  By all means invite them in for  By all means invite them in for  By all means invite them in for  By all means invite them in for
comments but do not add them to your count of check-ins forcomments but do not add them to your count of check-ins forcomments but do not add them to your count of check-ins forcomments but do not add them to your count of check-ins for
the net.the net.the net.the net.  

Q- What if someone checks-in with traffic?Q- What if someone checks-in with traffic?Q- What if someone checks-in with traffic?Q- What if someone checks-in with traffic?
A- A- A- A- Our main purpose is to pass traffic so every attempt shouldOur main purpose is to pass traffic so every attempt shouldOur main purpose is to pass traffic so every attempt shouldOur main purpose is to pass traffic so every attempt should
be made to do so.be made to do so.be made to do so.be made to do so.  Inform the person that we are in the informal  Inform the person that we are in the informal  Inform the person that we are in the informal  Inform the person that we are in the informal
comment round and many stations may have secured butcomment round and many stations may have secured butcomment round and many stations may have secured butcomment round and many stations may have secured but
please list your traffic.please list your traffic.please list your traffic.please list your traffic.  If you have a taker pass the traffic and  If you have a taker pass the traffic and  If you have a taker pass the traffic and  If you have a taker pass the traffic and
change your net report accordingly (add the check-in andchange your net report accordingly (add the check-in andchange your net report accordingly (add the check-in andchange your net report accordingly (add the check-in and
traffic count), if no takers leave your net report as is.traffic count), if no takers leave your net report as is.traffic count), if no takers leave your net report as is.traffic count), if no takers leave your net report as is.


